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TEACHER COUNCIL ORGANIZATION
Job Description:
1. Monitor the implementation of Vision and Mission of the School among
the teachers.
2. Work as a mediator of disagreement between the Teachers and the
School Authority.
3. Encourage the exchange of participation among the Teachers for the
wellbeing of the School.
4. Collect information and make efforts to provide or organize professional
assistance for Teachers who need it.
5. Identify individuals who stand out in their work and recommend their
methodologically - shaped experience to be an example of good practice
to other teachers.
6. Collect information about the difficulties school is facing academically
and highlight the difficulties during meeting to come to an ultimate
solution.
7. Become familiar with the educational needs of the teachers and
participate in the planning and enforcing of professional training.
8. Support the work of the school to provide all Students with inclusive
learning experiences.
9. Participate in School programs and Activities
10.Coordinate special events such as the Career Fair and Science Fair for
learners.
11. Coordinate special events and occasions for teachers (Appreciationrecognition of achievements etc …).
12.Work with other School Councils and exchange ideas and experiences at
our schools.
13.Enable meaningful School Councils Input into decisions about
Educations.
14.Coordinate views between Teachers and the School Management
15. Recognize Teachers voice to enable them to contribute to school
decision making.
16. Develop a positive partnership between Teachers and the school.

Vision: Empowering learners with competence and the passion for lifelong learning to impact their community.
Mission: To enlighten all learners with a standard-oriented curriculum that promotes positive life connections, in an inspiring and nurturing environment, based on the
integration of technology and inquiry. We strive for our resilient learners to proficiently embrace the future.

